1. **Introduction**

   This statement outlines the school’s policy on how your personal information is collected, used, managed and disclosed. The school is bound by the Australian Privacy Principles contained in the Commonwealth Privacy Act (1988), as amended 14 March 2014, and considers your privacy important. The school may, from time to time, review and update this Privacy Policy to take account of new laws and technology or to fit in with changes to the school’s operations and practices so as to make sure it remains appropriate to the changing school environment.

2. **Employee Records**

   Employment records for past and present staff are exempt from the Privacy Act. However, where State or Territory health privacy legislation applies, we are still required to protect the privacy of employee health information. This Privacy Policy will apply in those circumstances.

3. **What is Personal Information?**

   Personal information is information or an opinion, whether true or not, whether recorded in a material form or not, about an individual who is identified or reasonably identifiable from the information.

   a) **Sensitive Information**

   This is a subset of personal information that is generally given a higher level of privacy protection. Sensitive information is information relating to a person’s racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religion, trade union or other professional or trade association membership, sexual preferences or a criminal record and health information. We only collect sensitive information where it is reasonably necessary for our functions or activities and either the individual has consented, or we are required or authorised by or under law to do so. For example, we collect health information for students in order to look after the student’s emotional, social, medical and educational well-being.

   Sensitive information will only be used or disclosed for the purpose for which it was provided or a directly related secondary purpose, unless you object, or unless the use or disclosure of the sensitive information is allowed by law.

   b) **Unsolicited personal information**

   Unsolicited personal information is personal information we receive that we have taken no active steps to collect such as an employment application sent to us by an individual on their own initiative, rather than in response to a job advertisement.

   We may keep records of unsolicited personal information if the Privacy Act permits it (for example, if the information is reasonably necessary for one or more of our functions or activities). If not, we will destroy or de-identify the information as soon as practicable, provided it is lawful and reasonable to do so.
4. **What Sort of Personal Information do we Collect?**

We will only collect personal information that is relevant to our relationship with the individual. The type of personal information we collect and hold includes, sensitive and unsolicited personal information, about:

- pupils and parents or guardians before, during and after the course of the student’s enrolment at the school
- job applicants, members, volunteers and contractors
- other people who come into contact with the school

5. **Why Do We Collect Personal Information?**

The school uses the personal information provided to it, for the primary purpose of education, and for such other secondary purposes as are related to education and reasonably expected, or to which you have consented. This includes satisfying both the needs of parents and the needs of the student throughout the whole period the student is enrolled at the school.

The primary purpose for which the school uses personal information includes but is not limited to:

- keeping parents informed about matters related to their child's schooling through correspondence, newsletters and magazines
- day-to-day administration
- looking after students' educational, social, emotional and medical well-being
- satisfying the school's legal obligations and allowing the school to discharge its duty of care
- performing research and statistical analysis
- protecting the security of our offices, staff, students, visitors and the property held on our premises
- recruiting staff and contractors
- seeking donations or marketing the school including: direct marketing, campaigns, events and competitions

We may also collect, hold, use and disclose personal information for other purposes, explained at the time of collection, which are required or authorised by or under law or for which permission has been provided.

6. **Direct marketing and fundraising**

We may use your personal information to let you know about our products and services. We may contact you for these purposes in a variety of ways, including by mail, email, SMS or telephone. Sensitive information will not be used for direct marketing or fundraising without your consent.

The school treats marketing and the seeking of donations for the future growth and development of the school as an important part of ensuring that the school continues to be a quality learning environment in which both students and staff thrive. Personal information held by the school may be disclosed to an organisation that assists in the school's fundraising, for example, any future school Foundation.

Where you have consented to receiving marketing communications from us, your consent will remain current until you advise us otherwise. However, you can opt out at any time, by:

- contacting us – either via the contact details provided on the communication received, or via the details at the end of this Policy
- advising us if you receive a marketing call that you no longer wish to receive these calls
- using the unsubscribe facility that we include in our commercial electronic messages

If we have collected personal information that we use to send you marketing communications from a third party, you can ask us to notify you of our information source and we will provide this unless this is unreasonable or impracticable.
7. **To Whom May We Disclose Your Personal Information**

From time to time external organisations will have access to the school’s data as part of the maintenance of the school's on-site information systems. These organisations can have incidental access to personal information, but they are contractually bound not to copy or disclose any information stored in our systems and these Australian organisations are also bound by the Commonwealth Privacy Act.

We may share your personal information with third parties where appropriate for the purposes set out under *Why Do We Collect Personal Information* including, but not limited to:

- students
- parents and guardians of students
- other educational institutions and statutory organisations
- health professionals
- third parties providing services to the school, including: visiting teachers, sport and other co-curricular coaches and teachers
- financial institutions for payment processing
- recipients of our newsletters and magazines
- referees whose details are provided to us by job applicants
- our contracted service providers, including:
  - delivery and shipping providers
  - providers of photographic services
  - information technology and data storage providers
  - function and event organisers
  - marketing and communications agencies that assist the school
  - market research and statistical analysis providers
  - external business advisers (such as recruitment advisors, auditors and lawyers).

8. **Sending Information Overseas**

We may disclose personal information to parties located overseas in the following situations:

- Parents and guardians of students who live overseas, including host families for students on exchange.
- Our weekly Newsletter will continue to be provided to overseas students and families as will promotional material including, and not limited, to the Prospectus.
- Promotional material will be posted on the school’s official Facebook account by the marketing team. Otherwise, staff members are not permitted to copy any personal information about anyone in the school community to any social media sites.
- The school will use cloud-based services which require some personal information to be sent to data centres external to Australia. Only organisations that have similar regulatory requirements as that of the Commonwealth Privacy Act are used. One such example is an email service that sends bulk email to our parents. In this situation, only the parents' names and email addresses are uploaded. No information is provided that is irrelevant to the operation.
- Individual staff will also use cloud-based services as part of the day-to-day management or assessment of the students in their care. Examples of such services include Office 365, Dropbox and Google Docs.
- As part of the day-to-day management or assessment of the students, individual staff will use school-owned Apple devices that synchronise and backup to Apple's iCloud.

9. **How Do We Collect Personal Information?**

When we collect personal information about you, we will take reasonable steps to outline why we are collecting the information, whether it will be shared and if it is shared, with whom.
We collect personal information in a number of ways, including but not limited to:
- in person – for example, at information mornings or through the school administration
- from the Holy Trinity Lutheran School website
- over the telephone
- face-to-face meetings
- through hard copy and electronic correspondence, such as letters, faxes and emails
- on forms, both hard copy and electronic – for example, enrolment applications
- from third parties, including doctors and other health professionals.

In some circumstances the school may be provided with personal information about an individual from a third party; for example: a report provided by a medical professional, a reference from another school or a photograph from the school-appointed photographer. When provided with unsolicited personal information this information will be either kept, destroyed or de-identified as described under Unsolicited personal information.

10. Collecting Information Through Our Website

When you visit the Holy Trinity Lutheran School website, some information may be collected that identifies when you visited the website, for what length of time, what pages or resources you accessed and the type of device you were using. None of this is personal information that can identify you. We analyse this data to improve the usability of our website.

However, if you access the school website that requires you to authenticate with credentials provided by the school, we can identify you.

Whilst we have security appliances and practices in place to protect the users of our websites, we cannot guarantee the security of any information you may disclose online and you provide this information at your own risk. If you prefer not to use a school website to provide information to the school, you may use an alternative method such as speaking directly with the appropriate Holy Trinity Lutheran School staff.

11. What if you don't provide us with your personal information?

We will provide individuals with the option of not identifying themselves, or of using a pseudonym, when dealing with us, if it is lawful and practicable to do so.

In some cases, however, if you don't provide us with your personal information when requested, we may not be able to provide you with the product or service that you are seeking. If the school requests personal information about a student or parent, which parents are unwilling to provide, the school may not be able to enrol or continue the enrolment of a student.

12. Consent and rights of access to the personal information of students

The school respects every parent's right to make decisions concerning their child's education. Generally, the school will refer any request for consent and notices in relation to the personal information of a student to the student’s parents or guardians. The school will treat consent given by parents or guardians as consent given on behalf of the student, and notice to parents or guardians will serve as notice given to the student.
Individuals may seek access to personal information held by the school about them or their child by contacting the Office staff. However, there will be occasions when access is denied – i.e. when release of the information would have an unreasonable impact on the privacy of others or when the release may result in a breach of the school’s duty of care to the student.

Before releasing information, the school may require you to verify your identity and specify the information you require. The school may charge a fee to cover the cost of verifying your application and locating, retrieving, reviewing and copying any material requested. If the information sought is extensive, the school will advise the likely cost in advance.

The school may, at its discretion, on the request of a student, grant that student access to information held by the school about them, or allow a student to give or withhold consent to the use of their personal information independently of their parents or guardians. This would normally be done only when the student involved has reached 18 years of age, but the school could do so in other circumstances when the maturity of the student and/or the student's personal circumstances so warranted.

13. Use of government related identifiers

We will not:

- use a government-related identifier of an individual (such as a Medicare number or driver's licence number) as our own identifier of individuals;
- otherwise use or disclose such a government-related identifier, unless this is permitted by the Privacy Act (for example, use of an identifier to verify an individual’s identity, or uses or disclosures required or authorised by or under an Australian law.

14. How do we manage and make secure personal information?

The school staff is required to respect the confidentiality of students' and parents' personal information and the privacy of individuals.

We hold personal information in a number of ways, including in hard copy documents, electronic databases, email contact lists, and in paper files. We take reasonable steps to...

- make sure that the personal information that we collect, use and disclose is accurate, up-to-date and complete and (in the case of use and disclosure) relevant;
- protect the personal information that we hold from misuse, interference and loss and from unauthorised access, modification or disclosure; and
- destroy or permanently de-identify personal information that is no longer needed for any purpose that is permitted by the Australian Privacy Principles.

You can help us keep your information up-to-date, by letting us know about any changes to your details, such as your name, address, postal address, email address or telephone number. The Australian Privacy Principles require the school not to store personal information longer than is necessary.

Please contact our Office staff if you would like to access or correct the personal information that we currently hold about you. We may ask you to verify your identity before processing any access or correction requests, to make sure that the personal information we hold is properly protected.
15. **Complaints**

If you have a complaint about how we have collected or handled your personal information, please contact our Office staff. Our Office staff will endeavour in the first instance to deal with your complaint and take any steps necessary to resolve the matter in a timely manner.

If you are unhappy with our response, you can refer your complaint to the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner or, in some instances, other regulatory bodies, such as the Australian Communications and Media Authority.

16. **Contact details**

Please contact the school if you have any queries about the personal information that Holy Trinity Lutheran School holds or the way that we handle your personal information.

**Postal Address:**
Holy Trinity Lutheran School
P.O. Box 822
Horsham, Vic 3402

**Email:**
admin@htls.vic.edu.au

**Telephone:**
(03) 5382 2529

Additional general information about privacy is available on the website of the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner at www.oaic.gov.au or by calling the OAIC's enquiry line at 1300 363 992.